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Functional size metrics for software emerged a generation ago with the invention of the function point. Since then, they have
become the most common alternative to lines of code. Function points gauge software size in terms of delivered functionality
rather than gross physical size, providing a valuable alternative perspective that often is preferred. Despite being a key innovation in software sizing, the software engineering community has not been entirely satisfied with function points.
Consequently, alternative functional metrics (Mark II, Feature Points, and Full Function Points) have been proposed to
remedy perceived deficiencies. This diversity, however, does not lead the software community to a standard that achieves
widespread use. Moreover as the leading functional metric, function points deserve to be evolved rather than abandoned.
This article outlines the findings of a metrics research program conducted during the last several years. The program explored
function points’ underlying framework, reviewed previous research, and considered changes to the current standard. The goal
is to reconcile lingering criticisms of function points with the tremendous investment made in them during the past 20 years.

W

hat do critics claim is wrong with function points? The cri- Simple Semantic Changes
tique below may be a long list, but hold your breath. It is
The following changes are intended to make function points
not damning. Function points have been shown to be a definite
easier to learn and eliminate inconsistencies.
indicator of development effort, and are still fundamentally sound.
Simpler Names. Function points’ key innovation is that
Semantically Difficult. Function point standards were
they approach software size from an intuitive perspective—user
codified in the early 1980s by a standards body hailing from a
interface artifacts such as inputs, outputs, and files a software
traditional management information system world. Since then
developer understands. Why call these external inputs, external
the standards document has not been drastically overhauled. Its
outputs and internal logical files when more straightforward terms
language reflects this with seemingly arcane terms such as
work equally well? Figure 1 offers a simplified nomenclature.
“record element types, external inputs, etc.” While such careful
Figure 1. Simplified Naming Scheme
language insulates a relatively complex metric from everyday
misunderstanding, it also impedes learning and acceptance by a
wider audience.
Too Many Steps. The function point counting methodology is complex. It takes several days to learn function points,
which is more time than most harried software engineers are
willing to spend. Furthermore, some of that methodology is
mathematically suspect while potentially adding no benefit.
Incomplete. Function points were defined from the user
Simplified Weighting Terms. The function point
interface’s vantage. Although a clever angle, this caused major
methodology
describes a function in terms of size. Actually, the
criticism that all the functionality built into a software system
standard
refers
to “complexity” but complexity is an algorithmic
might not be captured. Many argued that substantially internal
factor
that
should
be orthogonal to a size metric, so we are unifunctionality, without much manifestation at the user interface,
laterally
changing
the
label. Consistent with this change, low,
might be missed.
average,
and
high
complexity
become small, medium, and large.
Arbitrary Weightings. Once identified, raw function
Size is determined by counting a function’s attributes. The
points go through two numeric transformations. The first is meant
standard
refers to these as data element types, record element
to weight them for relative size—low, average, high. The second is
types,
and
file types referenced—simpler terms are field for the
intended to make different types of points comparable such as
first
item
and
data groupings accessed for the latter two. Figure 2
equating an external input to an external output. The problem is
illustrates
how
size is determined then labeled using the alternathat the scalar values behind these transformations were developed
tive
nomenclature
outlined here.
more than 20 years ago under very particular circumstances. At
worst, these values may now be arbitrary.
Accounting for Hidden Functionality
No Automatic Count. No generally automated method is
Function points are determined at an application’s external
available for counting function points, even in completed systems. In contrast, lines of code counts can be
Figure 2. Size Determination Matrix
obtained using simple line counting utilities.
This paper does not address the automatic
counting issue; innovations eventually may
emerge from computer aided software engineering vendors.
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interface, the layer where interaction with the outside world
occurs. However, attributes at the external interface sometimes
provide little indication of how substantial underlying code is.
Examples include algorithmically intense software (encryption,
image processing) or systems with underlying “layers” that are
out of the user’s view. Judged from the external interface, the
size of these systems will be understated. Two very different
methods for capturing hidden size have been suggested but
never before specified for use in a single framework.
An Internal Function Point. Numerous researchers have
suggested a new function point to capture functionality missed
by the other categories. It even has been implemented in competing functional metrics schemes. Figure 3 illustrates the idea
behind the “internal function.”
Standard Function Point
App lication
interface

Under lying
code

Functionality is
gauged by
counting the
number of data
elements at the
interface

“ Internal Function”
Number of data
elements at the
interface is
misleading -- the
functionality is
inter nal, out of
view

with one another; these do not justify layers.
Internal layers are characterized by a well defined internal
interface that every function in a system lies either above or
below. They are tantamount to secondary application boundaries.
Layers certainly exist when there are wholly constituted systems
within systems, such as with middle-ware and operating system
utilities. Inputs or outputs counted at each layer still must satisfy
the counting rule that an internal file (data grouping) is modified.

Methodology Changes that Aid Learning
It takes several days to learn function point counting and more
time to become proficient. This hurdle has limited the pool of
trained counters. However, an exploration of the standard
reveals potentially easier ways to learn to count.
Start from Artifacts. An alternative approach to learning
function points is to start with a set of recognizable design artifacts and provide clarification only when necessary. This should
be a much faster way to learn that establishes a critical intuitive
link for skeptical software developers, the target audience. Figure
5 suggests mappings between artifacts and function points.

Figure 3. The Internal Function “Iceberg”

As depicted an internal function is a truly extraordinary
input or output. It easily bests other functions that form an
external perspective resembling it in size but have nowhere near
the underlying amount of code. Keep in mind that these functions should occur rarely, no more than a few times in the average system.
When an internal function is found, it probably should be
sized by analogy against standard function points. Compare an
internal function against other known inputs or outputs in the
system—it could equal several. Remember that an internal function is an input or output with a misleadingly simple external
interface; sizing by analogy corrects this misjudgment.
Layers. Other hidden functionality can be captured by a
change of perspective. A cornerstone of the function point framework is that software functionality, except key data structures,
is not functional unless it interacts with the outside world. This
external interface provides a consistent vantage while accounting
for the entire system. However, this level can also conceal the
inner workings of a complex system (see Figure 4).
Component-to-component interaction can be revealed with
internal layers, an innovation first proposed for full function
points. Beneath the external interface, layers are intended as
equally valid perspectives from which to count function points.
To prevent misinterpretation and overcounting, a layer must be
strictly defined. All software has many functions interacting
Figure 4. Layers
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Figure 5. Mapping from artifacts

Counting Rules Only as a Last Resort. Judging function points from artifacts is a shortcut that every experienced
counter takes. However, a function is not a “point” unless specific rules are satisfied. These reinforce the formal framework
behind function points and help to resolve discrepancies. The
rules have been reformulated to make them slightly easier; these
are not currently endorsed by any formal standards organization. The counting rules for transactional functions (inputs,
outputs, input/output) can be reduced to three core rules that
establish which observations constitute a point:
• Does this process leave the system in an equilibrium state?
From the user’s perspective, this means that nothing is left to
be done. The entire sequence of actions until a feature is satisfied should be considered part of a single point.
• Is this the smallest meaningful unit of activity? If adjacent
pieces of functionality can work separately and each satisfy
discrete functional requirements, then count them separately.
• Is the logic or data being handled unique to this process? If
not unique, this functionality should not be counted.
The counting rules for files, recast in this article as data
groupings, are:
• Is this group of data visible to the user via an input or output? Groupings of data are evaluated at the external interface
www.stsc.hill.af.mil
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or internal layer (if you can accept the latter as an extension)
and so they must naturally be evident there.
• Does this group of data logically belong together? If certain
data items are always associated, then they belong in a single
group. This reinforces the idea that function points are based
on specifics of design rather than implementation. As such,
physical attributes (tables, flat files, etc.) can delineate logical
groupings of data.
• Has this group of data been counted before? A data grouping
may be encountered in a system many times, but it only is
designed (and counted) once.
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Epilogue
For a further understanding of function points, go to www.galorath.
com/fp_tutorial. The internal function defined here is different from
those previously proposed in that it must manifest at the user interface. The reason for this difference is the simultaneous provision for
internal layers, which should capture truly internal functionality. If
you have better ideas on how to size internal functions or how to
transform a qualitative size scale to a numeric value, contact me.

The Math

Recommended Readings

Alongside the qualitative definition of function points there is a
mathematical framework that is necessary for quantifying and
summarizing them. Function points can be used for quantitative purposes such as for effort estimation only after they are
transformed into a numeric value such as in effort estimation.
Yet the standard methodology involves a loss in information
and may be somewhat arbitrary.
Do not summarize into unadjusted function points. A crucial step in orthodox function point analysis is taking separately
counted inputs, outputs, files, etc., and combining these into a
single value, the unadjusted function point count. However,
whether a function point is a file, input, or output is important
information that is lost when function points are rolled into a
single value. Function point counts by type should be retained
so a maximum amount of information is available for later use.
If you are going to use weightings, be careful. Function
points are counted by type and then weighted by size (see Figure
2). However, the weighting factors in common use were determined from IBM applications in the late 1970s. There is no
proof they can be generalized to other organizations, technologies, and eras.
A few things can be done. First, accept the weightings.
There is no alternative to them, and the standard weightings are
required for comparison against third-party actuals databases.
Alternatively, ignore the weightings and simply count by type,
ignoring size. This approach could work if the function point
count is used only for in-house purposes. A final option is to
develop your own weighting scheme, perhaps backed up by
another metric or by known effort relationships.
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changes advocated here will be adopted.
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